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Support of Amendment of the California Existing Building Code to include previously unadopted 
chapters 6,7,8,9 10, 11 and 13 of the International Existing Building Code 

 

Over 40 percent of change to our built environment involves repair, alteration, renovation, and adaptive 
reuse of existing buildings.   While reusing existing buildings can present unique challenges, these 
projects can bring many important benefits to our communities: 

1. Existing buildings are packed full of embodied carbon, which stays in place when they are 
repurposed.   This makes a large virtual contribution to decarbonization when contrasted with 
demolition and replacement.    

2. Retrofitting existing buildings - more than half of which are over 40 years old – significantly improves 
operational energy efficiency and carbon impacts; while at the same time improving resiliency,  
function, and sustainability. 

3. Reusing existing buildings leverages the vast investments that have been made over many decades 
in existing infrastructure of our communities, such as streets, sidewalks, utility and service grids, and 
civic institutions like parks, schools, hospitals and more.   

4. The power of design at work can connect our modern needs with our heritage and past.  When we 
repurpose the many existing obsolete buildings in our urban centers for such new uses as affordable 
housing, mixed use lofts, art themed live work, and other innovative new patterns of urban design, 
we breathe new life into our urban cores with walkable, sustainable, and resilient design solutions.  
Adaptive reuse supports progress in addressing such pressing issues as our state’s housing crisis, our 
decarbonization challenge, and our transportation bottlenecks.  

The Title 24 Part 2 regular building code is focused primarily on new construction, which involves 
predictable materials, systems, and process.  Reusing existing buildings often requires increased 
flexibility and deep code analysis to ensure both feasibility and safe, functional and code compliant 
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outcomes.  While California has a robust Historic code (T24 Part 8) many older properties cannot access 
it.  This leaves the California Existing Building Code (CEBC) as a primary tool for design professionals 
working to repurpose existing buildings.  Unfortunately, in its current state, the CBEC lacks key code 
path options that make the International Existing Building Code (IEBC) such a powerful and useful tool.   

The IEBC is unique among the ICC Codes in having a focus on flexibility, presenting users with three 
distinct compliance paths from which to choose.  Each of these paths: Prescriptive; Work Area; and 
Performance - lead to safe, code compliant buildings. Their differences allow design professionals 
significant latitude so they can match the best code path forward to the unique circumstances a 
particular existing building challenge can present. Like all ICC Codes, the IEBC has been developed over 
many years in a national open, transparent, consensus environment.    

The CEBC, in its present state, only includes the Prescriptive Path which has the most limited range of 
options.  This lack of code flexibility in California makes reuse of our existing building stock less feasible 
due to higher costs and greater uncertainty – which in turn deprives us of the many benefits that come 
from updating, reusing and retrofitting existing buildings. Throughout California our older urban centers 
have empty downtown upper floors of large older existing buildings; and nearly every California city has 
obsolete commercial corridors replete with abandoned or underused buildings.  This stock of building 
has huge unrealized potential to help address needs for urban revitalization, increased housing stock, 
well- paying jobs, and improved energy and resiliency performance.    

 

Adding all three compliance paths to the CEBC will benefit our communities statewide, with benefits to 
include a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and the creation of more infill walkable housing.  For 
these reasons, we urge full implementation of the three compliance paths to the CEBC as soon as 
possible.  We believe the framework of the IEBC provides for protection of citizen health, safety and 
welfare while also supporting reuse, repurposing and retrofitting of our huge existing building stock to 
benefit our citizens.  We also believe that building codes and standards play a critically important role in 
environmental stewardship. 

 


